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ABSTRACT
While practical applications of machine learning have been the tar-
get of considerable normative scrutiny over the past decade, there
is growing concern with machine learning research as well. Debates
are currently unfolding about how the research community should
develop its research agendas, conduct its research, evaluate its re-
search contributions, and handle the publication and dissemination
of its findings, among other matters. At times, these debates have
been quite heated, with different actors adopting different posi-
tions on what it means to do machine learning research ethically.
In this paper, we show that some of the disagreement owes to a
lack of clarity about what ethical issues are at stake in machine
learning research, how these issues—in particular, the concerns
with research integrity, research process harms, and downstream
consequences—relate to (or, more often, differ from) one another.
We then explore which mechanisms are most appropriate for deal-
ing with the different types of ethical issues, and highlight which
ethical issues require more attention than they are currently re-
ceiving. Ultimately, we hope to foster more productive discussions
about the responsibilities that the community bears in addressing
the ethical challenges tied to machine learning research and how
to best fulfil these responsibilities.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Over the past decade, practical applications of machine learning
(henceforth referred to as ML) have been the target of considerable
normative scrutiny [11, 26, 50, 51, 70]. More recently, not just algo-
rithmic deployments but ML research itself has come under similar
scrutiny, with ethical concerns raised about everything from the
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data that the research community relies on to the handling and
dissemination of research findings [9, 19, 21, 32, 33].

In response, the ML research community is currently grappling
with its responsibilities, both in terms of its research practices
as well as its part in developing technology whose deployments
may pose significant risks of harm. New governance mechanisms
have been implemented to encourage or mandate certain aspects of
responsible research, including ethics codes [28], ethics boards [24],
ethics and impact statements [48], and ethics review within both
peer review [41] and funding applications [12]. However, there is
still a lack of consensus around what the responsibilities of the
research community are—or should be—and much confusion over
what we mean by ethical issues in research, and which ethical
oversight mechanisms are most appropriate.

Our high level goal in this paper is to alleviate some of this
confusion in order to enable more effective discussion of these im-
portant issues and to enable more effective targeting of governance
mechanisms for the adequate ethical oversight of ML research. To
achieve this, we aim to disentangle the different ethical issues in ML
research and the different mechanisms available to address them.
In the following three sections, we provide a description of the
different ethical concerns in ML research (which we name “compo-
nents” of ethical considerations). We divide the components into
three categories: research integrity (§2), which concerns reliable
scientific findings; mitigating research process harms (§3), which
concerns addressing researcher responsibilities to a range of stake-
holders due to the design and execution of a research process; and
downstream consequences (§4), which considers the potential im-
pacts resulting from applications of the research. The components
that comprise each category can be seen in Table 1. Following the
description of these components, we discuss example governance
mechanisms (§5) (henceforth referred to as “mechanisms”), before
addressing common points of confusion and disagreement, high-
lighting which ethical concerns require more attention than they
are currently receiving, and noting where there continue to be gaps
in the mechanisms available to address them (§6).

We note that not all components of ethical consideration apply
to all ML research. For example, not all research involves human
research subjects, and consideration of downstream consequences
is far more pertinent to some types of ML research than others
(see §6.3). The components are not mutually exclusive, nor are they
likely to be exhaustive. As the community continues to grapple
with what it means to do ML research responsibly, we expect this
taxonomy to evolve and expand.
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Category Components Section

Research integrity
Not engaging in misrepresentation and fraud 2.1
Reproducibility and replicability 2.2
Addressing assumptions and limitations 2.3

Mitigating research process
harms

Ethical obligations to research subjects 3.1
Ethical treatment of workers who contribute to the research 3.2
Consideration of research process impacts to non-participants 3.3
Appropriate management and use of assets, including data 3.4

Downstream consequences
Research questions and problem formulations 4.1
Ongoing consideration of downstream impacts 4.2
Mitigation of possible downstream impacts 4.3

Table 1: The different components of ethical research in machine learning

1.1 Why clarity is needed
In Sections 2, 3 and 4 we provide a typology that disentangles differ-
ent components of ethical research considerations. In this section,
we take a step back to discuss the present state of confusion and
why this disentanglement—and the additional clarity it provides—is
needed.

First, there is a need for more effective dialogue about the re-
search community’s responsibilities. ML is a relatively new field,
whose techniques have rapidly shifted from academic curiosities to
widely deployed methods that impact lives daily. Many are urgently
grappling with what ethical research means in this new context,
and what the responsibilities of various actors should be. However,
given the many components of ethical research, with their distinct
causes, aims, and possible mitigation strategies, it is vital that those
involved in (and subject to) this discussion are able to distinguish
between these components, in order for conversations on commu-
nity interventions to be productive. A first step in deciding the
roles, responsibilities, and opportunities for different actors (such
as individual researchers, publication venues, research labs, funders,
or regulators), is an articulation of what the different issues and
aims of ethical research are, and a clearer understanding of how
these different concerns require a range of oversight mechanisms.

Second, it can be detrimental if governance mechanisms are im-
plemented without a clear articulation of which aspects they are
targeting or why [6, 56]. Lack of clarity in motivation can make
it hard for those subject to a particular governance mechanism to
know how to comply, or to understand why the mechanism may
be worthwhile. In order to develop best practice and enabling tools
to support researchers in complying with a particular requirement,
those who might be in a position to create such tools also need
to understand the aim of the requirement, and justify its intro-
duction. Lack of clarity can also make it challenging to evaluate
the effectiveness of certain mechanisms, and weigh them against
alternatives.

Finally, in some cases, mechanisms that assist with one compo-
nent of ethical consideration can have little effect or even worsen
other components (even seemingly closely related components).
For example, methods to protect the privacy of research subjects
could enable research whose future use infringes the privacy of
others, resulting in a negative downstream consequence. Confu-
sion between components can make it hard to understand these
trade-offs.

1.2 Related work
There have been a number of recent attempts to tease apart the
ethical issues in ML research. Last year, the Partnership on AI (PAI)
released a report on publication norms for responsible AI which sep-
arated out “research integrity”, “research ethics”, “research culture”,
“downstream consequences”, and “broader impacts”, disambiguat-
ing and defining the terms in the process [53]. Others have made
similar distinctions between research ethics, on the one hand, and
downstream consequences and broader impacts, on the other. For
example, Bernstein et al. [12] propose that the research community
adopt so-called ethics and society review boards (ESRs) alongside
institutional review boards (IRBs), with the latter narrowly con-
cerned with the ethical obligations that researchers have to research
subjects and the former more broadly concerned with the responsi-
bilities that researchers have to society at large. The Turing Way
handbook to reproducible, ethical and collaborative data science
[67] centres its discussion of ethical research around ‘Research
Integrity’ and ‘Responsible Research and Innovation’ (RRI). The
handbook suggests that research integrity is “inward-looking”, fo-
cusing on how research findings are produced, while RRI can be
viewed as “outward-looking”, and concerned with how the pub-
lic might perceive the harms of research. Our own survey of the
relevant components relies on many of these same distinctions,
drawing the boundaries between high-level categories slightly dif-
ferently to stress important points of difference, while also offering
a greater degree of granularity within each component.

A body of research has also emerged to evaluate the mechanisms
that have already been proposed or adopted by the ML community
in its efforts to grapple with the ethical issues posed by research [1, 6,
47, 56]). Unlike this work, we do not aim to assess the performance
of a given mechanism, but aim to provide a landscape view of the
different components of research ethics before discussing a range
of example mechanisms. This allows us to evaluate which broad
areas of ethical research have the least developed response, and
discuss the ways in which governance mechanisms can be tied more
explicitly to specific ethical concerns. If the goal is to effectively
monitor and assess a range of risks, it is crucial to adopt a bird’s eye
view and analyze the complete ecosystem of interventions required.
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Research integrity
Component Examples Example governance mechanisms
Not engaging in misrep-
resentation and fraud

2.1
• Fabricating data
• Falsifying results
• Serious misrepresentation of �ndings
• Con�icts of interest

• Codes of conduct
• Peer review
• Processes to support/protect whistle blowers
• Formal censure and/or future restrictions/bans by
publication venues, conferences, professional bodies,
institutional home or funding agency

• Legal action
• Mandatory disclosure of con�icts of interest
• Publication venue policies, e.g. not publishing work
by actors who stand to bene�t from the �ndings

• Pre-registration
• Making funding available for research that is inde-
pendent of interested or possibly con�icting parties

Reproducibility and
replicability

2.2
• Reproducibility, e.g. sharing data, code
etc.

• Replicability, including statistically
sound performance claims

• Reliability and validity issues
• Producing trustworthy results
• Proof/evidence of claims
• Disclosure of complexity/compute re-
quirements

• Pre-registration
• Reproducibility badges
• Reproducilibity checklists
• Data publication requirements or code Release
• Required disclosure of experimental details e.g. com-
pute spending

• Peer review, e.g. to scrutinise statistical claims
• Funding scienti�c reproduction projects, including
for research that would be prohibitively expensive
for non-industry researchers

Addressing assump-
tions and limitations

2.3
• Disclosure of assumptions, and condi-
tions under which claims hold, includ-
ing generalisability

• Quantifying uncertainty
• Discussion of project limitations
• Discussion of dataset limitations, in-
cluding bias

• Standardized reporting practices, e.g. datasheets and
model cards

• Publication norms and requirements, e.g. mandating
a discussion of limitations, error bars on charts, etc.

• Peer review, e.g. to scrutinise evidence of claims, and
to verify other publication norms and requirements

• Research community norms

Table 2: Disentangling research ethics - research integrity.

2 RESEARCH INTEGRITY
Our first category, research integrity, refers to those aspects that
ensure robust scientific findings. See Table 2.

2.1 Not engaging in misrepresentation and
fraud

The integrity of scientific research depends on the honesty of re-
searchers and accurate representations of their work. In particular,
researchers who fabricate data for the purposes of being able to de-
liver favorable results are understood to have committed a serious
ethical breach. Falsifying results is an equally serious transgression,
though research findings can be misleading for a range of reasons,
some more ethically charged than others. Researchers may engage
in so-called p-hacking, in which they purposefully seek out patterns
in data that can be falsely presented as statistically significant [60].

They can also cherry-pick examples that give an overly favourable
impression of the research finding (e.g., uncommonly compelling
examples to illustrate the output of generative models) [42]. Some-
times researchers’ misrepresentations might be due to a lack of
care in the execution of the research, rather that explicit attempts
to mislead, as is the case with so-called HARKing (hypothesizing
after the results are known) [39], which can result from conflating
exploratory and confirmatory analyses. Finally, researchers may
fail to report or publish negative results, which may lead others
to develop overly optimistic ideas about scientific progress on a
particular topic [62].

Researchers seeking to enhance their reputation or advance pro-
fessionally may have their own reasons to engage in these activities,
but conflicts of interest may play a part, too. For example, the re-
search funding entity may want to see a particular result and thus
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place pressure on researchers to deliver it. Or the funding entity
may reserve the right to edit or censor research papers [23]. Many
therefore view the failure to disclose any potential conflicts of in-
terest that could influence the research findings or its presentation
as a serious ethical transgression.

2.2 Reproducibility and replicability
The reproducibility ethos asserts that consistent findings from inde-
pendent investigators are the primary means by which scientific ev-
idence accumulates for or against a hypothesis [40]. Claerbout and
Karrenbach [18] classify research as reproducible when “[a]uthors
provide all the necessary data and the computer codes to run the
analysis again, recreating the results”, and replicable when “[a] new
study arrives at the same scientific findings as a previous study,
collecting new data (with the same or different methods) and com-
pletes new analysis” [18, 67]. Stodden [63] provides a summary
of what is needed to achieve these objectives: (i) Computational
reproducibility: when details are provided about code, software,
hardware and implementation details; (ii) Empirical reproducibil-
ity: when details are provided about non-computational empirical
scientific experiments and observations. In practise this is enabled
by making the data and data collection process freely available;
and (iii) Statistical reproducibility: when detailed information is
provided about the choice of statistical tests, model parameters,
threshold values, etc. This includes pre-registration of study design
to prevent p-value hacking and other manipulations [63, 67].

A particularly acute threat to ML reproducibility is the gen-
eral lack of the reporting of computational complexity or compute
requirements. Experiments involving significant compute may be
prohibitively expensive for all but the most well-funded researchers.
Likewise, certain research topics may depend on specialist hard-
ware that is simply not available to other researchers. Recent efforts
to compel researchers to include measures of compute in their pub-
lications are designed to not only give some impression of the
environmental impact of their research (as we’ll discuss in 3.3), but
to also give others an indication of whether they would even be
able to attempt to reproduce the study [59].

Closely related is the adequate provision of proofs and the evi-
dence of claims. In the same way that code release can help others
reproduce project outcomes and verify experimental claims, rigor-
ous proofs (for example) allow others to reproduce the logic behind
a result, and verify theoretical claims. To address this concern, re-
searchers must ensure the reliability of empirical evidence, high
quality experimental design as well as the soundness and validity
of proofs. The adequate citing of prior research is also a meaningful
consideration.

2.3 Addressing assumptions and limitations
Some features of the academic environment can encourage re-
searchers to overstate the utility of their research and to gloss
over its drawbacks. For some, ethical research means disclosing
assumptions and limitations so that readers can appreciate the true
significance of the work. For example, the NeurIPS 2021 Checklist
specifies that “[c]laims in the paper should match theoretical and
experimental results in terms of how much the results can be ex-
pected to generalize” and that “[t]he paper’s contributions should

be clearly stated in the abstract and introduction, along with any
important assumptions and limitations” [49]. Assumptions can per-
tain to the data (e.g. properties of its distribution or the relationship
between the data and the situation that the dataset purports to
reflect), to the method (e.g. that metrics used for optimization or
evaluation reflect the true goals implied by the claims), and to the
context of use (e.g. regarding how a system will be used in practice
or how use of the system could impact future training data).

These assumptions can affect the reported generalisability of the
research findings—that is, whether the results and methods apply
to situations that differ from those used within the research process.
This may include the ability to generalise to rare data points, to
apply to data collected under different conditions (such as at a
different place or time), or for the system to perform well if used
by others or for different purposes. These concerns are sometimes
expressed as concerns about external validity. Beyond threats to
generalisability, limitations might also manifest in the robustness
of the results or method (including adversarial robustness); in the
method’s vulnerabilities to particular types of error, failure modes,
or biases; in the data, memory or compute required for the research
or the application of its findings (thereby impacting reproducibility
and real-world use); in the interpretability of models as well as
findings; and even within the privacy and security risks [5].

An important class of limitations are those relating to datasets.
Historically, this has meant adequate treatment and reporting of
noise, missing or inferred values or data points, and different types
of (statistical) biases, such as selection bias. Many commonly used
datasets have been found to inadequately represent marginalised or
vulnerable groups and to encode normatively troubling inequalities.
The use of such datasets in research can skew research directions,
result in distorted results and conclusions [61], and result in a wide
range of discriminatory harms if models do get deployed, especially
in high stakes settings. In recognition of this, researchers are in-
creasingly being encouraged to investigate and disclose societal
biases within their datasets, and to use more representative datasets
where possible [10].

3 MITIGATING RESEARCH PROCESS HARMS
Our second category is mitigating research process harms. Here we
consider harms caused by the research process to various stake-
holders, beyond those that may be caused by unreliable findings.

3.1 Ethical obligations to research subjects
It has long been recognised that those conducting research on hu-
man subjects have a duty of care to those subjects [22, 38, 43]. For
example, in 1981 the Common Rule established requirements for
biomedical and behavioural research with human subjects in the US,
based on the Belmont Principles. The Common Rule includes condi-
tions for IRB approval (which is required for all US federally-funded
research), which includes criteria relating to informed consent, risks
to subjects, and equitable selection of subjects [31]. While experi-
ments involving interacting with human participants are relatively
rare in ML, using data about people, including identifiable and pri-
vate information, is common. Ethical obligations to such research
subjects often includes not only obtaining informed and voluntary
consent, but minimising risks to the participants, including risks
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Mitigating research process harms
Component Examples Example governance mechanisms
Ethical obligations
to research subjects

3.1
• Treatment of individuals participat-
ing in the research study

• Treatment of those whose data is
used within the research process

• Institutional review boards (IRBs)
• Compulsory training
• Complaints processes for research sub-
jects

• Processes to support whistle blowers
• Formal censure by institutional home
• Restrictions on government funding to
institutions that permitted research vio-
lating Belmont Principles

• Reputational incentives
• Legal action

Ethical treatment of
workers who con-
tribute to the re-
search

3.2
• Working conditions, including con-
sideration of harmful data content

• Labour conditions and compensa-
tion, particularly for data workers

• Ethics review boards
• Labour standards set by funders, publica-
tion venues, or research institutions

• Labour laws
• Worker organising, including through
unions

• Worker feedback
• Disclosure of payment and working con-
dition details in publication

Consideration
of research pro-
cess impacts to
non-participants

3.3
• Wider impacts of the research pro-
cess, e.g. from testing products out-
side of the lab

• Impacts from disseminating re-
search outputs, e.g. the creation/use
of datasets containing o�ensive con-
tent

• Impacts to the targets of research
studies

• Environmental impacts of the re-
search process

• Institutional review boards
• Ethics review boards
• Ethical standards for �eld experiments
• Safety standards
• Complaints processes
• Whistle blower processes and protection
• Legal action
• Publication requirements, e.g. mandatory
disclosure of environmental impact

• Tools such as emissions calculators

Appropriate man-
agement and use
of assets, including
data

3.4
• Respect for data protection and
other privacy laws

• Respect for intellectual property
and contract law

• Appropriately citing data sources,
code contributors, etc.

• Documenting data provenance and
curation

• Legal requirements and action (e.g.
around use of personal data)

• Asset documentation standards/guides
(e.g data sheets)

• Publication requirements and peer re-
view

• Codes of conduct
• Formal censure or future restric-
tions/bans by publication venues,
conferences, professional bodies,
institutional home or funding agencies

• Reputational costs

Table 3: Disentangling research ethics - mitigating research process harms.
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to the privacy and security of their data. As Metcalf and Crawford
[45] show, however, applying established principles from research
ethics to computational research is not without controversy, in large
part because of disagreement about whether research involving
data collected as a matter of course even constitutes research with
human subjects.

3.2 Ethical treatment of workers who
contribute to the research

Recently, there has been growing concern for the treatment of the
workers who contribute to ML research. This includes considera-
tion for the working conditions and compensation of the scholars
undertaking the research – especially the historically marginalised
and those vulnerable to exploitation – but it also includes those
hired to facilitate the research process in other ways. For instance,
crowd workers, through platforms such as Mechanical Turk [3],
have come to play a particularly important role in the data labelling
and cleaning processes for ML research. Scholars have shown that
these workers are often subject to poor working conditions and
compensation [29, 36] and may be exposed to distressing content,
such as racist and misogynistic text and labels as well as porno-
graphic or violent images [14, 20, 57].

3.3 Consideration of research process impacts
to non-participants

In many cases, the research process can also pose threats to people
that are not even considered part of the research project. When
research is conducted in the field rather than the lab, it may be chal-
lenging to ensure that only those who have voluntarily consented
to participate in the research project are the ones that face any
heightened risk of being harmed. Although this consideration for
field research is much more common in the social sciences[44], ML
can also involve research very much along these lines, as is the case
with research that tests autonomous vehicles by deploying them
on real roads, thereby placing everyone in proximity to the car at
risk [13]. Similar expectations might apply also to research involv-
ing malware or weapons, whose unintentional release or misfiring
might pose threats to computer security and physical safety, much
in the same way as bio-hazards for research in the physical sciences.
Finally, the environmental impact of the computations that go into
ML research can be non-trivial and this impact definitely imposes
on people who are not formally part of that process. An OpenAI
report estimated that, since 2012, the compute needed to train the
largest AI models doubles every 3.4 months[4]. It has been claimed
that training a BERT language model has similar carbon emissions
to a trans-American flight [65]. Calls for “Green AI” advocate for
ML research that takes environmental costs into account. While
Schwartz et al. [59] are also concerned with the environmental
impact of downstream application of these methods or practical
application of these models, the environmental impacts of the re-
search process alone are sufficiently significant to provoke ethical
concern.

3.4 Appropriate management and use of assets,
including data

Whenever research uses existing assets, such as datasets, code, mod-
els, researchers must ensure (and often demonstrate) their right
to use these assets. This can include the disclosure of licensing
agreements, terms of service, or copyright agreements for datasets
and tools used, and appropriate citing of prior research, datasets,
and code. When research uses datasets involving data about individ-
uals, researchers must ensure compliance with appropriate privacy
or data protection laws. For example in the UK, data containing
personal information (roughly, data from which individuals can be
directly or indirectly identified) [35] or special category data (such
as data concerning health, sexual orientation or racial origin) [34]
is subject to UK GDPR [66, 68]. Despite the regulations surround-
ing the use of data, there remain many controversies around the
privacy of those whose information appears in datasets [30]. Schol-
ars have argued that many current safeguards (such as licenses,
dataset retraction, and current dataset management practices) are
inadequate, and that programme committees and dataset creators
and users can do more [54].

4 DOWNSTREAM CONSEQUENCES
While mitigating research process harms concerns impacts result-
ing from the research itself, downstream consequences is concerned
with the (potential) impacts from future use of the research. Tra-
ditionally, research ethics has concentrated on the risks posed to
research participants; in contrast, downstream consequences asks
researchers to take a broader perspective, and ask how research
outputs (such as data, methods, models) could (or will) be used, and
what their societal impacts could be. Ideally researchers would take
potential societal impacts into account throughout the research
process. Indeed, this is the aim of so-called responsible research
and innovation (RRI) [52], a term that has emerged largely in Eu-
rope to describe the need for research to takes societal impacts into
account throughout the research process. For example, in the UK,
the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC)—
a government funding body—has developed an ‘AREA’ framework
that states that researchers should Anticipate, Reflect, Engage, and
Act [25] at each step of the research process, from choosing re-
search directions and questions (§4.1), to taking a participatory
approach to review decisions made throughout the process (§4.2),
to implementing improvements and mitigations in light of poten-
tial risks and harms (§4.3). As the work on RRI also makes clear,
downstream consequences can include both the impacts that result
from applications that work as intended as well as those that result
from errors, accidents, or misuse and abuse.

4.1 Research questions and problem
formulations

Researchers frequently take societal impacts into account when
choosing their research questions because they often want to gen-
erate knowledge that will have positive practical impact. In this
regard, downstream consequences are a common consideration
in setting a research agenda and choosing problems to work on.
Given the risks posed by certain research directions, though, there
is growing pressure on researchers to also consider the potentially
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Downstream consequences
Component Examples Example governance mechanisms
Research questions
and problem formu-
lations

4.1
• Choosing research questions and di-
rections with impacts in mind

• Research that should not be done

• Ethics and society review (ESR) boards
• Conference tracks, calls for papers and
competitions to incentivise certain re-
search questions

• Peer review, to reject papers with a sig-
ni�cant potential for harm

• Field building: promoting/funding �elds
and individual projects that aim to im-
prove societal outcomes

• Participatory approaches

Ongoing considera-
tion of downstream
impacts

4.2
• Evaluation of methods based on so-
cietal impacts

• Re�ection and disclosure of possible
downstream impacts

• Disclosure of appropriate use

• Ethics and broader impact statements
• Model cards, to disclose appropriate use
• The development of techniques to iden-
tify/measure downstream impacts (e.g.
fairness or privacy metrics)

• Participatory approaches

Mitigation of possi-
ble downstream im-
pacts

4.3
• Implementation of mitigations for
individual research

• Developing new methods to iden-
tify, measure, and mitigate possible
downstream harms

• Ethics review boards
• Field building: promoting/funding �elds
and individual projects that aim to de-
velop new methods to identify, measure
and mitigate downstream harms

• Developing policy/laws to pro-
hibit/control harmful downstream
applications

Table 4: Disentangling research ethics - downstream consequences.

negative practical impacts of their research—and to reconsider or
abandon research questions that are more likely to harm society
than benefit it, or that will disproportionately harm some groups
more than others [8]. Even when certain research questions do not
seem to pose a threat of harm, researchers may still be expected to
take into account whose interests and welfare would be advanced in
answering these research questions; the benefits of research might
be quite unevenly distributed. For this reason, there are serious
concerns about who is able to participate in the process of steering
a field’s research agenda, especially when research might be sup-
ported by the state. These concerns are increasingly common in the
ML research community, where a number of controversial studies
have been called into question not only for their lack of scientific
merit, but for their lack of moral legitimacy. For example, a large
set of scholars have called for the retraction of research that sought
to predict criminality from people’s appearance, arguing that the
research was premised on discredited ideas that have been used
to perpetuate injustice in the past and that would seriously risk
perpetuating injustice in the future [19]. Likewise, the out-sized
role that technology companies play in ML research has sparked

recent debate about its influence over the research questions that
get asked [69].

4.2 Ongoing consideration of downstream
impacts

Beyond the choice of research questions, researchers might be ex-
pected to reflect on the potential downstream consequences of their
specific research findings, both as they are obtaining preliminary
results and once they arrive at their final conclusions. For example,
various choices made in developing the research design for a study
may not only threaten the validity of a study’s findings, but lead
to limitations that—unless properly understood by those relying
on the research—give rise to avoidable negative outcomes in prac-
tice. Researchers might be viewed as derelict in their ethical duties
if they fail to anticipate how their work might be misinterpreted
in ways that might lead to serious downstream harms. The same
might be true of failures to adequately reflect on how vulnerable
certain methods might be to errors or mistakes, especially if these
could again lead to serious harms when the methods are adopted in
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practice. These all suggest the need for researchers to take respon-
sibility for ensuring adequate disclosure to head off inappropriate
applications of their research.

It is not uncommon for research findings to have many possible
uses in practice, including those that were not the use that was ini-
tially imagined by those who undertook the research. This is similar
to the challenge of ‘dual use’ technology in which a technological
innovation developed with beneficial goals in mind can also be put
to unrelated and more troubling use. These concerns are especially
salient in the case of ML research as many advancements in the field
are general methods that can be applied to a broad set of real-world
tasks. Indeed, sometimes a welcome research breakthrough could
be abused for malicious purposes, such as criminal activity [17].
These possibilities may again place pressure on researchers to con-
sider how they go about their research and the publication of their
findings. For example, OpenAI, in recognition of the fact that its
large language model could be used to automate the generation of
“deceptive, biased, or abusive language at scale” initially gated the
release of the model, limiting access to people that were expected
to abstain from such harmful uses [58].

These same considerations might carry over to the way that re-
searchers evaluate their own work. Researchers often have a choice
in how to evaluate the techniques they develop, e.g. which metrics
and other criteria to use. While performance metrics such as ac-
curacy have been traditionally favoured, consideration of societal
impacts can result in other evaluation methods being preferred. For
example, fairness considerations may encourage disaggregating
results by subgroup, as well as using fairness metrics to diagnose
methods. The use of such methods at the end of research can im-
prove transparency about potential societal impacts. The use of
such methods throughout the research process can also influence
which methods get taken forward, resulting in research outputs
which better mitigate certain harms.

4.3 Mitigation of possible downstream impacts
In addition to disclosing potential risks, researchers may also be
expected to reflect on, develop, and share possible mitigation strate-
gies to deal with these risks. As those closest to the research, re-
searchers may sometimes be well positioned to both identify and
implement mitigations. These mitigations could be technical inter-
ventions, organisational procedures, or governance strategies. In
computer security, for example, there are norms around the ethical
disclosure of vulnerabilities that might put particular systems and
people at risk. Researchers are frequently expected to alert those
at risk, provide guidance on how to address it (if the researchers
have been able to ascertain how to do so), and leave time for those
changes to be made prior to publication. Researchers are thus un-
derstood to bear an ethical burden to help mitigate the potential
risks that would be created in publishing their research. Similar
expectations might be extended to ML researchers. Of course, the
mitigation of downstream harms is not the sole responsibility of
researchers. Legislation, regulation, and other controls are needed
to mitigate potential harms, as we will discuss in §5 and §6.

5 OVERVIEW OF EXISTING GOVERNANCE
MECHANISMS

In this section, we describe some existing example governance
mechanisms that target different components of ethical research,
organised by the stakeholder in a position to intervene. We further
group these existing opportunities for intervention into the cate-
gories of agenda setting, training, rules and requirements, review,
incentive mechanisms, complaint mechanisms, and sanctions. We
do this to map out the range of mechanisms currently deployed
today, and map them to specific ethical considerations and actors.
See also Tables 2, 3 and 4 for examples organised by component.

We discuss several actors, but focus on research institutions
and publication venues as primary actors. Research institutions
can involve academic settings or industry labs, as well as other
organisations involving a supported research team. Publication
venues can act as final gate-keepers to set the standard for research
community participation and check that these accepted standards
are met. In the ML field, these venues are often conferences, rather
than journals.

5.1 Mechanisms targeting research integrity
Research integrity aims to promote reliable science. Responsibility
for ensuring that best practice is followed predominantly falls to
the scientific community itself, as represented by following actors,
who may deploy the mentioned mechanisms as part of a broader
approach to ethical oversight and overall governance.

Mechanisms executed by research institutions.

• Agenda setting: These institutions can direct internal fund-
ing to set priorities for the involved researchers, including
encouraging and investing in research on reproducibility.

• Training: Many research institutions involve an educational
opportunity - to train employees or students to produce
high quality research and adhere to expectations of research
integrity.

• Complaints mechanisms: Internal processes to support whis-
tle blowers, in the case of fraudulent behaviour, and allow
for a way to identify internal integrity issues.

• Sanctions: Ethical expectations can also be enforced through
the threat of censure, restrictions, and banning in the case
of identified or reported fraudulent behaviour.

Mechanisms executed by publication venues.

• Agenda setting: Conference tracks, workshops, and calls for
papers can be used to incentivise work on identifying limi-
tations, or reproducing past studies [55].

• Rules:Codes of conduct canmake expectations explicit. Manda-
tory publication requirements, such as the release of code,
including a discussion of limitations, or declaring conflicts
of interest can also increase overall research integrity. Man-
dating the use of standardize reporting practices such as
datasheets [27], data nutrition labels [64] and modelcards
[46], can also ensure disclosure of limitations etc.

• Peer Review: Peer review is used as the main oversight mech-
anism, both to check mandatory requirements, as well as to
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verify that established norms and standards have been met,
such as adequate presentation of assumptions. This is also a
key approach to assessing that adequate evidence of claims
and findings has been provided, such as rigorous proofs, ad-
equate citing, and rigorous use of statistics when presenting
results.

• Checklists & Artifact Badges: Mechanisms to improve trans-
parency can also incentivise aspects of research integrity,
such as artifact badging and checklists. Artifact badges are a
publicly visible flag to show whether accepted papers have
satisfied optional reproducibility requirements. For example,
ACM recommends the use of badges under three categories,
following an artifact review process: Artifacts Evaluated, Ar-
tifacts Available, and Results Validated [2]. Checklists ask
authors to declare answers to a range of questions. For ex-
ample, the NeurIPS conference adopted a checklist in 2021,
including questions such as “Did you include the code, data,
and instructions needed to reproduce the main experimen-
tal results...?” [49]. The questions served as prompts for re-
searchers to think about these ethical considerations, and
provide transparency to reviewers, and, if published, to read-
ers.

• Sanctions: Publication venue sanctions include censure, re-
strictions and banning as punishments for fraudulent be-
haviour.

5.2 Mechanisms targeting research process
harms

Research process harms aim to protect individuals, rather than
just promote robust science. As a result, the involved governance
mechanisms fall on a range of actors, including those outside the
research community.

Mechanisms executed by legislators and regulators. To pro-
tect those both within and outside the research process, certain
legal safeguards should be set to protect workers, establish safety
standards for field research, protect intellectual property and per-
sonal data, as well as provide avenues for legal action in the case of
harm.

Mechanisms executed by research institutions and funders.

• Training: Including compulsory training for researchers re-
garding human subjects research, as well as broader ethical
concerns from research can improve awareness and adher-
ence to these expectations.

• Review: As discussed in §3.1, institutional review boards
(IRBs) have been developed to protect the wellbeing of re-
search and data subjects for certain types of research. As well
as making IRB approval a condition of funding, restrictions
on funding (particularly government funding) can be placed
on institutions found to violate research ethics principles.
Complementing IRBs, ethics boards can be used to ensure
that protections are in place for a wider pool of stakehold-
ers. For instance, as part of Stanford University’s Ethics and
Society Review (ESR), funding applicants write a statement
about potential societal impacts and research process harms,

which is reviewed by a panel[12]. Similarly, the technology
company Microsoft implemented the "Research Ethics Sub-
mission System" (RESS) since early 2013, which operates as
an internal review board [16].

• Complaints processes: Complaints processes for research sub-
jects, and processes to support whistle blowers are key in-
terventions for raising awareness about unethical research
practice.

• Sanctions: Formal censure and restrictions also apply in this
category if research is found to violate research ethics prin-
ciples.

Mechanisms executed by publication venues. As with research
integrity, publication venues can also provide additional influence
and checks to address research process harms.

• Agenda setting: Publication venues can influence community
inquiry into ethics-related topics through the introduction
of new tracks, calls, and competitions.

• Rules: These include mandatory disclosure of environmental
impacts or worker compensation; or rules that set wage
minimums for workers.

• Review: Ethics review boards can be used to ensure that
societal risks have been adequately mitigated.

• Sanctions: Formal censure and future restrictions or bans can
also apply in the case of violations.

5.3 Mechanisms targeting downstream
consequences

Downstream consequences aims to mitigate harms from research
applications. Since future use likely involves other actors, as well
as much uncertainty, responsibilities are less clear cut, and there
is little consensus at present. Once research reaches deployment,
legal mechanisms are complemented by self-governance from the
appropriate industries and organisations to address ethical issues,
with advocacy groups, civil society, and scholars playing a crucial
role in understanding and raising awareness of impacts. Whilst
still in the research stage, the main actors will again be research
institutions, funders, and publishers.

Mechanisms executed by research institutions and funders

• Agenda setting: Research labs and funders can play a role in
choosing beneficial research projects. Establishing, promot-
ing or funding subfields and individual projects that aim to
improve societal impacts could do a lot to push for beneficial
outcomes for the field.

• Rules: Policies regarding research that they will not fund or
participate in. Mandatory requirements can also include im-
pact statements as part of funding applications, to encourage
researchers to reflect on future consequences.

• Review: As discussed in §5.2, ethics boards can be used to dis-
cuss societal impacts, including downstream consequences.
For example, the Stanford ESR process asks applicants to
consider “who will be impacted by the technology once it
leaves the lab”.
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Mechanisms executed by publication venues
• Agenda setting: Conference tracks, calls and competitions can
incentivise certain research questions or framings, including
mitigation methods and research for beneficial applications.
Conferences can also play a role in field building.

• Rules: Guidance on thinking through broader impacts can be
implemented through ethics codes. For example, the ACM
code of ethics recommends to “give comprehensive and thor-
ough evaluations of computer systems and their impacts,
including analysis of possible risks” [28]) and mandatory
ethics statements such as the NeurIPS 2020 broader impact
requirement [48], and the NeurIPS 2021 checklist questions
on potential negative societal impacts [49], also prompt this
form of reflection.

• Review: Ethics review boards can be used to deliberate on
whether certain research projects should be published, if it
may cause unacceptable risks.

6 MECHANISMS IN NEED OF FURTHER
DEVELOPMENT

Broadly speaking, the three categories represent how thinking
about scientific conduct has developed over time. Research integrity
aims to support the rigour of the scientific method, with roots going
back centuries [15]. Codes for the rights of human research subjects
can be traced back to the 1948 Nuremberg Code and 1979 Belmont
Principles [22, 38]. In recent years, consideration of the impacts
of research on other stakeholders (e.g. data subjects) has received
increasing attention. For many fields, including ML, the extent to
which researchers should consider the societal impacts of future
use of their work is a more recent question. As such, there is a more
established set of best practices for research integrity, and to an
extent mitigating research process harms, compared to downstream
consequences.

6.1 Research integrity
In general, mechanisms for research integrity are well developed, at
least in theory. For example, peer review has been developed over
several centuries to ensure adequate standards. That said, there are
weaknesses. The replicability crisis in various fields is well known
[7]. Within ML specifically, the use of large datasets means that un-
intended p-hacking and HARKing is a particular risk. Also, ML does
not have a strong tradition of hypothesis testing or randomized con-
trol trials (RCTs). Instead, the current major paradigm is the use of
benchmarks, which can lead to incremental improvements that are
not replicable, since they may overfit to particular datasets. Cherry
picking of datasets and illustrative examples is also a concern. Large
compute requirements can also inhibit the reproducibility of large
models. Disclosure of conflicts of interest is standard practice in
many areas. However, an issue of particular importance to ML is
the influence of private firms, who control significant resources
for research. While current conflict of interest norms may be suffi-
cient for some fields, whether they are sufficient for ML remains
an open question. Overstating claims and understating limitations
continues to be a concern, though this is not unique to ML (though
some fields, such as medical research, have more established and
more rigorous standards for verifying clinical claims). There are

aspects of particular relevance to ML, such as understanding the
limitations of large datasets, and questions around generalisability.
We therefore suggest that innovative thinking is required by the
community concerning the prevailing paradigm of benchmarks, as
well as careful reflection by the researcher community, civil soci-
ety and government over the role of private firms in influencing
research.

6.2 Mitigating research process harms
As discussed, duty of care to human subjects has been a concern for
decades, and thus IRBs and similar mechanisms are well established.
Somewhat less well developed is extending this to data subjects.
Though IRBs have been extended to data subjects, not all research
involving data generated by or about people is subject to IRB ap-
proval. Even less well developed is consideration for the welfare of
data workers and non-participants. Legal requirements are well es-
tablished for IP, contract law, and the use of personal data. However,
as the nature, availability, and uses of data continue to evolve, data
regulation requires ongoing development. Less well developed are
mechanisms targeting problematic datasets in research (e.g. datasets
containing bias or offensive content), although some publishers
are starting to develop policies for their use. While analysis and
disclosure of complexity and compute are standard practice in some
subfields of computer science, they are not typically demanded of
ML papers, perhaps because of the recent emphasis on empirical
rather than theoretical results. Whether researchers should disclose
complexity, compute, and environmental costs remains an open
question. We recommend that research organisations and publish-
ers review their policies regarding protections for a wider class
of stakeholders (e.g. data workers) and around disclosure of com-
pute, and that scholars continue to develop best practice regarding
problematic datasets, with publication venues adapting policies
accordingly.

6.3 Downstream consequences
While some mechanisms targeting downstream impacts have been
developed (e.g. ethics statements), these have not been widely
adopted, and there is little consensus over whether or how they
should operate [37, 56] and how effective they would be. The ques-
tion of when these are appropriate, and how to make them pro-
portionate according to different types of research, remains an
open question. The level of responsibility may depend on (i) where
research lies on the theory-application spectrum, and its proxim-
ity to deploymentand (ii) where research lies on the incremental-
innovative spectrum (research that may enable very new real-world
applications has a higher burden than research that incrementally
improves existing methods). While consideration of downstream
consequences is essential for certain types of research, we need to
avoid placing a disproportionate burden on researchers to compen-
sate for a lack of laws and regulations directly governing deployed
systems. We suggest that the community continue to reflect on
best practice regarding downstream consequences, in particular
regarding which mechanisms are effective and proportionate for
different types of research.
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7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a typology to disentangle the different
components of ethical research in ML. We discuss some of the gov-
ernance mechanisms developed to address these issues and identify
areas for which mechanisms are less well developed. Our hope is
that this work will help bring much-needed clarity to discussions
about ethical research inML and enable more effective development
and targeting of governance mechanisms.
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